
Help prevent being a cyber crime statistic. Today.

Security Services 



Services
About Our

CANCOM UK have built our Security Services from the ground up, all services 

were built by hackers to help customers both inside of the UK as well as in 

other countries.

The benefit of the CANCOM UK Security Portfolio is that we have both blue 

Team Security Members as well as Red Team Security Members, all that have 

contributed to the services developed, ensuring that it is nothing less than a 

platinum level service.

If there are any questions around the services inside, please feel free to contact 

marketing@cancom.co.uk, and we will be sure to put you in touch with a 

specialist that can help.
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Cyber-attacks happen every day, infiltrating companies and exporting data, but how do you know what is happening 

inside your network and do you know what device speaking to a command and control server in Asia? With SIEM, 

we are able to collect logs from multiple different sources and analyse them against a world wide threat database 

as well as our AI engine. Tie this in with Automation, you have next gen monitoring.

SIEM as a Service
CANCOM

Being a service, we take care of the 

configuration and host it for you, with 

this, we also interlink with many 3rd party 

services.

Where business have custom applications 

built in house or are not common but 

produce logs, we are able to create plugins 

to read these and alert on incidents that 

may arise.

Hassle Free Setup Custom Configuration

Whether you have users in the UK or over in 

Asia, our service can be launched globally, 

covering all areas.

Our networks produce so much traffic, 

simple log managers become impossible 

to use. With SIEM we can break down that 

issue and analyse and take action on alerts 

that matter.

Global Monitoring Increase Awareness
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For more of an indepth look of these services, please 

contact us.

Prevent your business being a statistic of cyber 

crime and take control today.

We have had great success in delivering this service for our customers but also ourselves. By tapping into the 

White Hat knowledge of our security team, we have a service that knows what to detect and builds a picture to 

discover other devices that may be affected.

Success Story
Our Service
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Our trained team of Security 

Analysts ensure that when an 

incident occurs, it isn’t left till 

the next day. Our team will work 

to resolve the incident whilst 

providing detailed information of 

the incident at hand.

24/7 SOC
Trained security analysts 

ensuring incidents are resolved 

when they arrive.

Have a single pane of glass to 

monitor security incidents.

All in 1
We are able to monitor logs from 

not only on-prem devices by also 

services consumed in the cloud.

With a simple to use cost model 

from CANCOM, you can easily 

work out the spending on the 

devices you want to monitor.

Save Cost
Easy, Simple and Effective, 

save with per device, per month 

pricing.

One pane of glass for security 

within Azure and on-Prem

Full visibility of cyber security 

incidents and alerts

Banded Tiers for cost saving 

the more devices added.

Visibility to all traffic and events 

happening in your network.

Our price covers the design, 

execution and delivery.



By utilising CANCOM UK’s IPS service with your 

Managed Service solution, you are sure to not only 

receive stability that comes with our IPS stack but 

also our wide range of Security Protections from 

Exploit Prevention to Layer 7 controls.

Scalable, Secure, Effective

Leading Protection

As companies grow in size, having a platform that 

scales with you is critical, we have ensured that 

our IPS solution supports that, by continuing to 

protect your services both day and night. Attacks 

don’t stop after 5pm, so why should your security?

We understand cyber attacks from its purpose, 

right through to execution. Using our White Hat 

Techniques, we can advise on when and how the 

service will benefit the most. Couple this with 

outstanding existing customer feedback, you truly 

have a Platinum Level Service.

New Users? No Problem Built By Hackers

Scalability Customer Service
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Service
CANCOM IPS

Handle Your 
Business Without The 
Unknown Knowing Your 
Business



Our IPS Service can be managed remotely, from 

anywhere at any time. By feeding and collecting 

information from our cloud portal, you can scale 

your network security with ease.

Requirements
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Our IPS sits on the edge and within your network, monitoring and taking action on egress and ingress traffic. 

Modern day payloads use encryption to bypass the common IDS but with CANCOM UK’s solution we are able 

to tap into the SSL Inspection, breaking away that encryption to expose what is truly traversing through your 

network. Our SOC team then interrogates this and is able to replay traffic along with our advanceed AI engine 

to quickly determine the validity of the traffic.

Service
Intrusion Prevention

Users will try anything to get to view what they 

want or have the distractions such as social 

media, these distractions tap into business 

hours leading to a loss of profit and sometimes 

can bring security incidents to the business.

With CANCOM UK’s IPS solution you are able 

to take control of this and request the websites 

or applications that should or shouldn’t be 

allowed. By analysing the header of the 

application, we can quickly identify what it is, 

couple that with a predefined rule set, traffic 

can be immediately terminated to ensure 

that your business flow continues to remain 

flowing.

Prevent security incidents before they come 

into your business with Next Gen protection.

Protect your business from unknown 

downloads or applications through Layer 7 

controls.

Take Control
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Ransomware attacks commonly target 

known vulnerabilities which if exploited 

can cause severe down time. Don’t become 

a cyber-attack statistic and find your areas 

of compromise today.

Reduce Ransom-
ware Possibilities 

A number of Data Protection and Privacy 

Regulations encourage the use of 

penetration testing to identify and help 

prevent company exploitation.

Compliance & 
Security

We become part of your team for the 

length of the engagement, highlighting 

Critical findings when we discover them.

Collaborative Team 
Effort

Our reports are built for our customers, we 

understand that there are many preferences 

in viewing findings, which is why we tailor 

our reports for you.

Detailed & Custom 
Reporting

Penetration 
Testing
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Penetration Tests are critical to every business, within businesses 

there is data and to an attacker, this is gold. But how do they get in? 

Through the one vulnerability that was overlooked.

The Importance 
of Penetration Testing

We have taken part in many 

engagements both inside the UK 

but also in other countries as well, 

discovering vulnerabilities from 

all corners of the earth.

Global Testing
We not only deliver a detailed 

engagement, but we also ensure 

that our reports follow suit. By 

having this report, you will be able 

to see where the issues reside 

and how to resolve them.

Detailed Reports
We ensure that any findings 

that are critical and need to be 

resolved ASAP, are highlighted 

when they are found. With this, 

other findings are also highlighted 

in a format that suits you and your 

teams.

Pin Point Findings

Overview
Penetration Testing

Our Penetration Testing Service allows for customers to see what is vulnerable in their network, from vulnerabilities 

residing on endpoints to HTTP Request Smuggling within web applications, we cover the whole IT stack ensuring 

that no vulnerabilities go unknown. 

Our Penetration Testing can be carried out remotely or on site thanks to our custom designed applications and our 

hardware partners, meaning no matter where the asset may be, we will be able to test it for you. 
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Whereby normal penetration testing aims to find 

vulnerabilities in your network and prove that they’re 

prone to being exploited, our service can include a fully 

fledged red teaming element. 

Next Generation Testing
Using simulated attacks both on a virtual and physical 

layer, we can replicate how it would be in the event of 

a cyber-attack which in return can prove the value of 

what a vulnerability could do to your network. 

Simulated Attack

Generation
Next



We go one step further with our Advanced Testing 

by creating custom payloads with custom hardware 

to deliver a realistic scenario.

Custom Hardware
To test your security solutions, you need payloads, 

we create custom payloads and utilise newly found 

exploits to test the security of your infrastructure.

Custom Payloads
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Utilising custom hardware, we are able to expand 

the scope of the engagement from dropping 

malicious USB drives in a car park or deploying 

wireless cracking devices to aid in getting access to 

the network.

We can go beyond this and setup phishing 

campaigns to get a foot inside the business, utilising 

captured credentials to perform lateral movement.

Further to this, using specially crafted hardware, we can test how secure the human factor of your business is 

through advanced wireless penetration testing, luring users into fake access points that they may have connected 

to before.  At the end, we tie this all into our detailed report and then build out a vulnerability portal onsite so you can 

track vulnerabilities present over time, useful when combined with our Vulnerability Scanning Service.

Advanced Red Team Testing
To Help Prevent Advanced 
Attacks
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With our Vulnerability Scanning service, we can help protect your assets by continuously scanning the device for 

potential open vulnerabilities which an attacker could leverage. Using a lightweight agent, we can also scan the 

OS and third-party applications which are common to attack. By understanding and visualizing the health of the 

estate in an easy to understand portal, you can quickly point your teams in the right direction to keep your business 

protected. 

We have built these services not only to offer to our customers, but we also adopt internally. We know the solutions 

inside and out and are continuously updating them to ensure that the best service is in place, reducing the threat 

landscape and being on the front foot ready to remediate any threat that may come our way.

Vulnerability Scanning

Quality is the
Best Business Strategic

It takes 20 years to build a reputation and 

only a few minutes of cyber-crime to ruin it.

Stephane Nappo 
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Advanced Malware 
Protection
Where we move into a world where working remotely is becoming the normal, security for endpoints should be at an 

all high. But with Malware adapting, how do we conquer this?

With attackers finding new ways to hide 

payloads, it is critical that we turn to other means 

of analysing and preventing the detonation of 

the payload. We tackle this through Heuristic 

Behaviour Analysis, monitoring the behaviour 

of the file and then preventing it when an 

unusual stage occurs.

AMP

Say Good Bye to AV
Where AV was good in its day, we are now seeing more that 50000 variations of new malware each and every day. 

AV vendors can’t keep up with adding this to their database not to mention the growth, which is why only the top 

variants are added. To protect against them all, AMP uses AI and Heuristic behaviour to tackle all variations of 

malware, helping prevent 0 days when they strike your infrastructure.

Helps prevents encrypted payloads from launching 

or tapping into other services.

Analyse connection information from the payload 

and run analysis against the IP’s or domains.

Increased detection on files and applications that 

arrive onto your machine.

Endpoints are a pain, but so can servers also. Our 

AMP solution is compatible for server operating 

systems also, ensuring a 360 protection.

Minimal required resource, supporting Windows, 

Mac & Linux.

Fully integrated into our further services we offer, 

such as SIEM or IPS.
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Phishing 
Service

Our Phishing service aims to help companies get an insight into what action is being performed outside of the 

company and how vulnerable users may be within the organisation. The service allows for you to see into each step 

of the phishing campaign in great detail, by embedding a hidden agent into the Phishing Email, the service allows 

for tracking, from if a user is to just view the email, all the way to seeing if that user has inputted any data or if they 

have forwarded it to another user. Couple this with a custom designed campaign of bespoke built login pages or 

detailed emails with custom or spoofed domains, the service aims to give back information which can be used to help 

increase internal security awareness.

The Design
We launch the service against 

the contact list that you wish 

to test and with the results, 

place them into a simple 

report to read.

The Delivery
Our specialist team will design 

the Phishing campaign based 

around the companies needs 

from Custom Domains to Web 

App Login Forms.
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Handle 
Your Business 
Without People 
Knowing Your 
Business
Having someone to help when there is a security incident is crucial; events happen fast 

so ensuring that you have that team to support you is where we strive the most.

At CANCOM, we aim to be the team to help you in the event of an incident, as well as 

helping you prevent it, providing the detailed information you may need. Attacks don’t 

stop after 5, so why should your security?



Contact Us!

01480387600

08456051200

www.cancom.co.uk

callum.butler@cancom.co.uk

39 Tabernacle Street, Old Street, 

London, EC2A 4AA

It’s Not
About Ideas! 
It’s About 
Making Ideas 
Happen

Thank You


